Freediving & Sailing
Liveaboard

July 22. – 29. 2017
Ionian Sea
Greece

Freediver Robert Woltmann and EYsailing are offering you the unique
experience of freediving from a sailing yacht in the ionian sea.

EYsailing specializes in
thematic sailing trips. On our
cruises, we really get to know
the places we visit through
activities in the sea, underwater
and on land – beyond what is
usually done.

Robert Woltmann is Co-founder of
FREEDIVE MUNICH e.V. , the first
Freediving Club in Germany. As a
Freedive-Instructor and active athlete in
the german freediving national team,
Robert is looking forward to share his
passion and experience in Freediving
with you above and under the warm
waters of the ionian sea.

FREEDIVING & SAILING – A PERFECT COMBINATION
Freediving and sailing is a perfect combination for those who love to be close to the elements
water and wind. The sailing yacht Lito gives us the flexibility and independence to choose from
a limitless number of perfect freediving spots.

Our Offer

Weather you never tried freediving before or you are
a somewhat experienced freediver – During our Trip
you will be able to freedive according to your
personal capabilities. We are offering:
• Freediving Course AIDA** & AIDA *** (Beginner &
Advanced)
• personal training to tackle personal issues and
improving your Freediving skills
• Skandalopetra* – the ancient Greek way of
“variable weight”
• Sled-Freediving* (perfect for advanced freediver
to improve equalization techniques)
• Free Training and Fun-Freediving to explore
unique underwater spots in crystal clear water
(* under supervision only, individual depth will not exceed personal limits)

Robert Woltmann – Your Instructor during the cruise
Robert is a ”natural born freediver”. Since his early childhood he is drawn to water and the sea.
After 10 Years of scubadiving and snorkeling he tried freediving and since then made it his new
livestyle. Robert is a freediving instructor and an active athlete in the german AIDA Freediving
National Team. With his experience, humour and great educational skills he will ensure, that your
(first) freediving experience on board the Lito becomes a unique and joyfull experience.

Athletic Achievements:

− 1th Place German Pool Championship 2015
− 1th Place DYN and DNF at German Pool
Championship 2016
− A-Finalist at the AIDA Pool World
Championship 2015

Personal best performances:
−
−
−
−
−
−

DYN: 200 m
DNF: 198 m
STA: 7:02 min
CNF: -48 m
FIM: -56 m
CWT: -59 m

EYSailing – About our cruise

During our trip, you will learn (if you want to!) the basic principles of
sailing, navigation, trimming of sails, knots and others. By travelling
from island to island, you will get used to and feel of the way of living
aboard!
Besides the freediving sessions, we will swim in small private bays which can only be reached
with a yacht, visit little harbors and Ionian villages. On these islands we will also have the
opportunities (again for those interested) to visit museums, exhibitions, festivals and also just
wander around. We will taste local gastronomy and – if the Spearfishermen where lucky – we
will also cook our own caught fish fresh from the sea.

THE CRUISE
The Ionian Sea is a unique destination both for
sailing and for freediving. With the small islands and
islets, small bays, constant afternoon winds and
basically with crystal clear water with great visibility.
You will visit private beaches, reefs, and islets and
also picturesque authentic little harbors.

THE BOAT
Our yacht Lito is a Bavaria 44 sailing yacht.
Build in 2003 it was completely renovated in
2016. She is equipped as followed:
− 4 cabins (3 with double beds and 1 with 2
bunk beds for the crew) and 2 WC with
shower
− All sails are furling, ideal for a relaxed trip
− Dinghy with engine
− Complete cooking equipment, with stoves,
oven, fridge and cutlery
− Sound system with radio (fm), mp3, aux and
speakers inside and outside
− Electricity DC 12V & AC 220 (max 100watt)
− Laptop and wireless internet connection
(1gb/week)

THE BOAT
On Board the “Lito”

Eysailing freediving cruise – at a glance
DATE: July 22. – 29. 2017
LOCATION: South Ionian sea
CHECK-IN/OUT: Lefkas old harbour
INCLUDED

EXTRAS (NOT INCLUDED)

−

7 days sailing on board the „Lito“

− Freediving Course & Certification (special rates for

−

at least 1 guided/supervised freediving session per day

−

Skipper

− Lunch & dinner

−

Fuel and water for the yacht

− Air flight tickets, transportation to Lefkas harbor

−

Linen and towel

−

Greek breakfast with local foods

COSTS

−

Wi-Fi (1gb/week)

− Single participation: 950€ (Maximum 7 Slots available)

−

End cleaning

−

Dinghy with engine

SPECIAL RATES

−

Snorkeling equipment

− Members of Freedive Munich e.V. -15% (790€)

−

Underwater camera (GoPro)

− EYsailing guests and Cabin booking (2 slots) -10%

−

Laptop

−

Marina costs

Confirmation of participation requires 30% of total cost.

−

Taxes

Full payment is due 45 days before boarding.

participants)

Special requirements

− All participants must be older than 14 years
− Valid medical certificate for participating in freediving activities / -courses
− Signed registration form before the start of the cruise
− All participants must bring their own equipment for freediving – contact us, if you want
us to arrange equipment for you

Payment guidelines
1. Visit the payment platform on our website.
2. Enter the reference code FL2207290717 and your personal details.
3. Fill in the booking fee of 300 EUR/person.
4. Fill in the registration form and send it back to us.
Please keep in mind that we will ask you for a valid (relatively recent) medical certificate
aboard or via email.
For general advice for how to get to the starting point here:
http://eysailing.gr/contact-book/how-to-reach-us
or some answers to general questions here:
http://eysailing.gr/contact-book/faq
If in the meantime there is something more you want to find out about, please don't
hesitate to contact us!

Contact Us
For further information, details or even a special request regarding the cruise, please
contact with:
Address: Dim. Votsi 14, 26221, Patras, Greece
Tel.: GR : +30 6944538997, UK : +44 7807018063
E-Mail : info@eysailing.gr
web : www.EYsailing.gr
facebook/eysailing

For information regarding freediving activities on board, courses or personalized
coaching please contact with:
Robert Woltmann
E-Mail: freedive.munich@gmail.com
Tel. (GER): +49 (0)89 45237669
Mobil: +49 (0) 1636055634
Facebook: Robert Woltmann

